Specially designed to hold SC connectors without the Outer Grip Housing

The Domaille Engineering SCW AbraSave® Polishing Fixtures are designed to securely hold the inner housing of the SC connector commonly used in OptiTip & OptiTap Connectors. The optional Cable Management, allows you to confidently secure stiff drop cables and easily hold 16 SC connectors for polishing.

Patent Pending

Benefits at a Glance:

- The SCW Rigid Clamp securely holds the connector and easily opens with the push of the lever. No tools required to actuate.
- The clamps pull all of the connectors down to seat on the ferrule post to ensure uniform polished length.
- The connector ports are aligned in parallel to naturally allow the flat drop cable to flex to the back of the polishing machine.
- The connector ports are positioned with AbraSave technology to maximize your polishing films potential

Manufactured to Domaille Engineering’s exacting high quality standards